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The Call and the Stand: Jewish Tradition Versus Power and Fate 

Oded Ron and Shahar Fisher 

The Bible is replete with appearances of "mityatzvim" – standers-by – humans, 

angels, and God himself. Although much ink has been spilled in the attempt to 

interpret each of these moments, to our knowledge, the meaning of “hityatzvut” in 

the Holy Scriptures has not yet been examined. In this article we will 

phenomenologically explore prominent acts of "hityatzvut" in the Bible as well as its 

philosophical meanings. First we will differentiate between "hityatzvut" and "amida," 

standing. In the second part we will use the biblical commentators to taxonomize 

"hityatzvut." Thirdly, we will analyze "hityatzvut" using a contemporary philosophical 

theory. These three stages will lay the foundation to discuss whether "hityatzvut" in 

Jewish tradition can be a source of inspiration for those who challenge Israeli reality, 

which we believe needs challengers rather than “obeyers”, especially nowadays 

during the pandemic. 

The Cows' Defiance  

Yael Poyas 

The article presents a reading of the short novel, Cattle and Men, (De Gados e 

Homens) by Ana Paula Maia through a prism of ecological theories encompassing 

social and cultural processes. The novel is enlisted in the fight against the meat 

industry. The plot takes place in a slaughterhouse somewhere, where several men 
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who have experienced life’s hardships live and work. Despite its use for a cause, the 

novel presents with harsh realism a complex reality where the distinction between 

human and animal, murderer and victim, predator and prey is blurred. Even more 

than a protest against animal suffering, the novel rails against the destruction of 

human society. 

Climate Change and Extinction Demonstrations -- Challenge or 

Obedience? 

Uri Shanas 

Humanity is facing two major challenges that may affect its destiny, namely, global 

climate change and species extinction. The public awareness of these challenges is 

increasing, as are the demonstrations that have become very popular worldwide. 

Yet, the message is not absorbed, and world leaders continue to allow the dramatic 

increase in greenhouse gases emissions and the destruction of natural ecosystems 

around the world. A major change in our lifestyle and priorities is needed. If we 

want our message to be taken seriously by our political leaders, we need to start 

making the change ourselves, which is to decrease our own carbon footprint and to 

save species from extinction. The first step towards this goal has been achieved 

recently with the foundation of the TiME (This is My Earth) organization. TiME 

allows every citizen of the world to take part in protecting the most precious 

biodiversity hot spots around the world with a personal commitment of a single 

dollar or more and full participation in democratic decisions on the organization’s 

land purchasing goals. TiME’s proven successes of saving the world’s biodiversity 

hotspots attest that a change in behavior is feasible and that we can save the Earth. 
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Challenging Religious Authority among Students in Religious, Pre-

army Preparatory Programs 

Guy Halevi 

The aim of this study is to explore the patterns of challenging religious authority 

among students in post-high-school, preparatory, gap-year programs, amid their 

religious identity formation process. Challenging religious authority has not been 

explored empirically in Israel, and there is little significant theoretical literature. The 

Modern-Orthodox community in Israel lies on a spectrum between religious 

authority and autonomy, while the Rabbis of the mainstream religious mechina gap-

year programs ascribe to the authoritative side of the spectrum. Students participate 

in the preparatory program in order to focus on their religious identity formation. 

This process requires a certain amount of autonomy both in accordance with 

literature and in the Rabbis perception, leading to potential challenges to the 

religious authority of these Rabbis. The findings, based on 158 interviews and 42 

observations, collected over a year and a half, point to seven patterns of challenging 

the religious authority of preparatory program Rabbis. These findings question the 

image that graduates of these preparatory gap-year programs exert institutionalized 

influence on the nature of the IDF.  

Whose History is This? History Teachers in Arab Schools between 

Defiance and Obedience 

Rabah Halabi and Nasreen Hijazi 

The goal of this study is to try to understand how history teachers in Arab high 

schools in Israel navigate their way between the official curriculum and their 

Palestinian-Arab identity. We examine how they broach learning material that 

contradicts their beliefs and their understanding of recent history in the region. To 

this end we used qualitative research based on interpretative phenomenological 

analysis. The participants included 25 Arab teachers, both men and women, whom 

we interviewed using semi-structured open interviews. 
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The findings show that Arab teachers are aware that they are expected to teach 

material that they do not believe in or agree with, and they find themselves facing a 

dilemma. On one hand they are obliged to teach the material as employees of the 

Ministry of Education. Their students must learn this material in order to pass the 

state matriculation exams. On the other hand, they are also committed to their 

identity and to historical truths as they understand them. The findings show that the 

teachers use one of three approaches. One group of teachers focuses on 

achievement using the material they are given in order to stay out of trouble. 

Another group finds creative ways to cautiously expose the students to the Arab 

narrative that is missing in the history program. The third group faces the challenge 

head on, presenting the students with the Palestinian narrative in addition to the 

Jewish Zionist one that is presented in the textbook. 

"Leaving without Return" Memory and Historiography in Israeli 

Society 

Menashe Anzi and Lior B. Sternfeld 

In the last decade, new trends in Israeli public discourse have sought to rediscover 

the histories of the Jews in the Muslim world. Although a much-welcomed 

development, such a trend seems increasingly interested in solidifying the Zionist 

narrative and offers no alternative to age-old existing narratives. A comparison to 

the scholarly field that has developed over the past decade outside of Israel allows 

us to challenge some of the assumptions inherent in the narrative promoted by the 

State of Israel. In light of recent findings, we would like to offer a more inclusive 

research alternative that looks beyond the paradigms of the “lachrymose narrative.” 

We argue that the new scholarship reveals that Jews never existed in total isolation. 

Interactions with the general society were never completely positive or negative, but 

they always existed. In societies with many minorities, the matrix of relations was 

even more complex and included the relations between not only Jews and the 

majority society but also those between Jews and other minority groups. In addition, 

the colonial context is of great significance, because it helps to explain differences in 
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the legal status of Jews and Muslims, different traditions of education and language, 

and the like, all of which vary from place to place. 

We propose, therefore, as researchers of Jewish histories in the Muslim world, to 

adopt a different position than is prevalent in Israel today and to call for the 

promotion of a historiographic understanding that combines the multiple 

perspectives of regional space in the discussion of Jews in the East, the shared space 

within which we live. 

Reflection, Empathy and Life Stories – Creating Familiarity and 

Closeness between Groups in Conflict in the Academic Space 

Isabelle Ramadan, Michal Razer, Michael Motola, and Victor Friedman 

In Israel, institutions of higher education provide a natural space for encounters 

between Jews and Arabs within a larger, dominant field of conflict that shapes the 

perceptions, thoughts, feelings, and actions of members of both groups. This space 

for encounters between students is typically characterized by fear, suspicion, and 

avoidance of the other, along with a form of denial of conflict that we call the “one 

big happy family fantasy.” This chapter describes and analyzes our attempt to use 

tools of reflection, empathy, and narrative storytelling in order to open a 

communicative space within this natural space of encounter. It is based on a case 

study of a required Master of Education course involving Jewish and Palestinian 

Arab students, all working teachers, at Oranim Academic College of Education in 

Israel. As will be seen, the process created a kind of “transitional space” that 

enabled many of the students to disengage from the influence of the dominant field 

so that they could think, feel, see, and relate differently. Some, however, remained 

entrenched within their opposition to discussing the issue at all. For the faculty 

facilitators, the greatest challenge was “holding” the powerful emotions that arose 

among the students and within themselves in a way that allowed critical reflection, 

opening the way for change. The experience presented in this paper offers a model 

of partnership building among “others” that is different from what is commonly 
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accepted in groups in conflict and that enables people unaccustomed to intergroup 

dialogue to take part in such processes. 

"Helpmeet": Rational Use of the Dynamics of Teacher–Student 

Political Confrontation to Promote Civic Education 

Adar Cohen 

Civics teachers often encounter situations in which a student disagrees strongly with 

the teacher during a political discussion in the classroom, challenges the teacher’s 

ability to control the lesson, and tries to undercut the moral and ethical position the 

teacher is presenting. Such situations are made possible in classes in which the 

teacher’s aim is to educate in the spirit of openness to critical thinking; the desire to 

avoid such confrontations is liable to thwart this aim. In this ethnographic field study 

a practice called “helpmeet,” which teachers use to cope with such difficulties, was 

identified. The teachers make rational, pedagogical use of repeated confrontations 

with a particularly extreme student by assigning that student a specific role in class 

discussions. By providing attention and a platform for the student’s positions, they 

cause the student to justify and moderate them while, at the same time, 

demonstrating to the entire class how a disagreement should be managed and how 

to respond to extremist views. Applying this practice requires 'emotional labor' and 

the establishment of relations of affection and trust between the teacher and the 

student, without which the continuing confrontation may boil over into a 

destructive clash. This article details the advantages of the practice and the 

conditions that enable it to succeed . 

Discipline in the Classroom – Between Ideology and Practice 

Naomi De-Malach 

This article discusses the issue of discipline in the classroom, focusing on the existing 

gap between theory and practice. On the basis of an initial division into two 

educational ideologies – conservative and progressive – it is argued that educational 
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discourse is essentially progressive, while action is largely conservative. After 

substantiating the existing of this gap, its causes are examined, and the main reason 

for the gap is presented: it is easier, more efficient, and even sometimes necessary to 

act in conservative ways. The article describes attempts to understand the gap, as 

well as practices that obscure or bridge it. With the help of critical pedagogy, it is 

proposed to recognize that discipline problems are often a healthy expression of 

students' resistance to the force exerted on them, and, therefore, the aspiration 

should not be to eliminate them, but rather, to confront and handle them. It is 

recommended to acknowledge the existence of the gap, and to give teachers the 

legitimacy to use conservative practices in some cases. At the same time, 

conservative disciplinary practices must be viewed as a necessity, or an intermediate 

stage, accompanied by inspiration to act in less authoritative and more dialogic ways 

in the future. 

Personal Events Shape the Research Ideology and Approach of a 

Researcher in Humanities and Therapeutic Fields: Orientation to 

Emancipatory Research 

Mohammed Sa'adeh Agbariah 

This study chronicles and analyzes two incidents of illnesses in the researcher's 

family, cancer and mental illness, the details of which resemble two studies 

previously conducted by the researcher. These more recent personal family 

experiences prompted the researcher to formulate a qualitative and methodological 

approach based on a social model of illness that challenges the validity of 

predominant academic research and models of study. The gap between the 

methodology that the researcher adhered to in his formative years of study and the 

social model approach prompted the researcher to question the efficacy of the 

prevalent scientific approach to medical research in comparison to the less dominant 

social approach. Furthermore, the researcher is an Arab living in Israel and thus 

belongs to an ethnic minority, which also impacts the family's access to resources. 

The confluence of these factors led to the formation of a research approach that is 
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based on the principles of emancipatory research, which advocates for the active 

participation of study subjects in all phases of the study. A review of the current 

literature reflects the scarcity of studies that examine the effect of having an illness 

in the immediate environment of researchers as they form their scientific approach 

and path early in their career. 

"Who Are You to Tell Us?": The Rehabilitation Community as 

Promoter of Separation Processes and Independence among 

Young Adults with Disabilities 

Zohar Elyosef and Gidi Zur  

Young people with disabilities face adolescence and early adulthood with significant 

difficulties in separation and building of self-identity (separation and individuation). 

Separation, which naturally includes protests, objections, and rebellion against 

parental authority, contradicts these young people's feelings of dependence on their 

parents. Out of this tension, they often develop placating or appeasement behavior 

towards the care-giving adult. Parents' natural tendency to over-protect the young 

people increases their dependence and usually prevents them from rebelling. In 

addition, at graduation, when their peers prepare for their next stage of their lives in 

IDF, spend year of Service or National Service, young people with disabilities are at 

a crossroads without a clear known path. The "wing program" offer a response to 

these conflicts by integrating separation from the parental home with unique 

rehabilitative training which encourages conflicts and membership in a peer group 

and permits challenging authority as a means for development. This paper presents 

observations of the self-management process through interviews with two trainees in 

the "Wings Program". They describe several incidents in which boundaries were 

broken by individuals and groups in the program. In addition, this paper includes the 

current perspectives of the instructors on the interviews as well as an analysis of the 

factors that facilitated the development of the program staff and the creation of 

peer groups. The processes that these young people with disabilities underwent are 

compared to other group processes studied in the world over the past twenty years.  
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The "Why" Flea and the  "Just Because" Plague 

Varda Knoll 

The plot of the play, "The 'Why' Flea and the 'Just Because' Plague," takes place in a 

country called Altishlama ("Dontaskwhy"), a country where it was forbidden to ask 

why. A tyrannical and pampered king named Siman Kri'ah ('exclamation mark' in 

Hebrew) ruled this country, along with his two ministers: Finansus, the Minister of 

Finance, and Didactus, the Minister of Education. They helped the king invent 

various, strange laws restricting the right to question and the right to protest 

("Because whoever asks – will be eliminated!"), imposing heavy fines on anyone who 

violated these laws. Everything might have gone well, had the king not developed a 

mysterious, miserable itch. But because the doctors were forbidden to ask questions 

about why the king itched, no cure was found for him. In this article I will illustrate 

some of the ways in which I chose to turn this political play – which was written as 

a children's play but had a sharp, political aroma reminiscent of the regime under 

which the play was written – into a "political legend for children." On second 

thought, it seems to me that today the reality of our lives here is rapidly 

approaching the world of the play, and children whose parents have been harmed 

by COVID-19, either health-wise or economically, will be a more responsive 

audience. The play has not changed; rather, it is the reality that has changed. 

"I  am the Mizrahi Woman that You Don't Know": Mizrahi 

Activism and Domestic Space in Ars-Poetica 

Hadas Shabat Nadir 

The poetry evenings of the "Ars Poetica" group, which include Adi Keissar, Roy 

Hasan, Tehila Hakimi, Shlomi Hatuka and many other poets, have become a highly 

acclaimed cultural event and have established a real revolution in Hebrew poetry 

and the literary field. But why has "Ars-Poetica" poetry become so popular? What 

was its cultural and poetic innovation? And why has it touched so many people? It 

seems that the "Ars Poetica" poetry has placed at its center new Mizrahi poetics: it 
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places a solid Mizrahi subject that demands its proper and equal place in Israeli 

society. Moreover, the Mizrahi subject posed by the "Ars-Poetica" group not only 

does not respond to the white gaze upon it, it also does not contain the multiplicity 

of stereotypes and cultural images. Rather, it presents the white person with an ugly 

mirror that seeks to expose its mechanisms of power and oppression and thus 

undermine its validity. 

Beyond the Scale: A Conversation with Eyal Friedman, CEO of 

"Hakatzeh" Independent Online Radio Station 

Dalit Simchai and Uri Dorchin  

This short article features a conversation with Eyal Friedman, founder and manager 

of "Hakatzeh" online radio station. "Hakatzeh" (“the edge”) is dedicated to the 

broadcasting of alternative music that does not often find its place within the 

regular, more mainstream-oriented radio stations. As made clear by the interview, 

the decision to operate in cyberspace – hence “beyond the scale" – enables 

Friedman and his team not only to retain professional relationships with colleagues 

in established radio stations but also to become a source of influence therein. This 

situation is indicative of a non-confrontational alternative, one that rests on an 

inclusive rather than an exclusive approach. In turn, what Friedman dubs as an 

“anti-purist” approach explains his policy toward the station's music selection and 

the preservation of relationships within it, with its listeners, artists and other agents 

in the extended indie scene. Making way for alternative music is thus closely 

intertwined with alternatives in the organizational and technological aspects of 

operating the station. 
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The Rope – A Sign of Disgrace, a Permanent Memory, Yoke of 

Slavery: About Rebellion and Challenge in the Novel Donkey by 

Sami Berdugo 

Esti Adivi-Shoshan 

The novel Donkey by Sami Berdugo is made up of two intertwined plots, one from 

the past and one from the present, that together weave a meta-Israeli story. The 

plot of the past describes one day in November 1994, as experienced by 26-year-old 

Ruslan Isakov, while living with his parents in his childhood home. The current-day 

plot takes place twenty-four years later, in June 2018, when fifty-year-old Ruslan is 

living alone in the southern rural community of Bat Hadar. Having renounced any 

structure and commitment, Ruslan’s present life is fundamentally different from his 

life in the past and constitutes a revolt and a challenge against the norms and values 

of his family of origin. The novel’s two intertwined plots also rebel against and 

challenge each other. This depiction of different periods of time in Ruslan’s life 

accentuates his rebellion against the structure and the genealogy embodied in the 

family’s past. I will demonstrate this revolt and challenge through three motifs: 

home, bare-footedness and dynasty. 

Between Pride and Shame: Independence Park in Tel Aviv 

through the Writing of Yotam Reuveni  

Nikola Yuzgof Orbach 

Tel Aviv's Independence Park has served in collective and urban consciousness as a 

leisure site and an ecological garden for those seeking respite from urban life and its 

nuisances. However, for more than five decades, Independence Park also served as a 

meeting place for homosexuals. Under cover of darkness, gays from all over the 

country and from all sectors and age groups came to the park to fulfill their identity 

and their emotional, social and sexual desires. These visits generated experiences and 

feelings ranging from shame and self-hatred to pride. 
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This study focuses on the symbolic function and representation of Independence 

Park and its visitors as a symbol of shame and/or pride according to the prose works 

of the writer Yotam Reuveni. A marked tendency was found in most of the works 

examined to treat Independence Park as a space that symbolizes shame, a lack of 

social and human respect, and, accordingly, and its visitors as rejected, despicable, 

disrespectful, and unworthy people. The few cases in which Independence Park and 

its visitors are treated with respect occur when the author or characters experience 

sexual excitement, or whenever the character is sexually or emotionally successful 

during the visit to the Park. 

From Robbie to Adam: The Curse of Robotic Obedience 

Erga Heller 

Many robot stories, written from WWII to the present and based on Isaac Asimov's 

“The Three Laws,” deal with either disobeying orders or violating civil rules. This 

article presents several literary and cinematic works – such as "I, Robot" by Asimov 

and "Machines like Me" by McEwan – that are focused on rebel robots and their 

‘psychological’ motivation. It illuminates differences between artificial or robotic 

ethical thinking and the human mechanic or herd-like responses. 

This paper presents the evolution of self-consciousness and moral judgment within 

robots as the birth of new ‘living’ persons, or as the first robotic sin which leads to 

their fatal end. The curse of robotic obedience is a paradoxical state in which the 

robot is doomed to be pre-programmed as an automatic machine, and hence ‘lives’ 

forever in its non-humanized form, or evolves into a self-aware and ethical ‘new’ 

humanized being, and hence forced to be judged as a sinner and to pay for that sin 

with their lives. 


